MINUTES

SPECIAL MEETING
HIDALGO COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
March 8, 2018 at 3:00 P.M.
BE IT REMEMBERED that the Hidalgo County Board of County Commissioners met in
regular session on March 8, 2018, at the hour of 3:00 P.M. at the Hidalgo County Chambers at
305 Pyramid Street, Lordsburg, New Mexico, for the purpose of conducting any and all business
to come properly before the Board.
The following elected officials, staff, and public were present:
Tisha Green, Manager
Joni Kerr, Self
Melissa K. De La Garza, County Clerk
Robert Barrera, PLAC
Katy Estrada, self
Levi Klump, self
Lindy Kerr, Ranch
Mary Lynne Newell, GOBW
Gilbert Adame, Ranch
Meira Gault, PLAC
Kanzas Massey, self
CALL TO ORDER: Chairman Anthony J. Mora called the meeting to order at 3:00 P.M. and led
the Pledge of Allegiance.
Roll Call: Chairman Anthony J. Mora, Present
Commissioner Darr Shannon, Present
Commissioner Marianna Stewart, Present
APPROVAL OF AGENDA:
Commissioner Stewart motioned to approve the agenda. Commissioner Shannon seconded the
motion, motion passed.
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Land Advisory Committee-discussion/action
Key points discussed were as follows:
(PLAC members present: Roger Payne, Butch Mayfield, Robert Barrera, Meira Gault)
Commissioner Mora stated the bylaws should be changed and include a purpose on how the
PLAC should function.
Commissioner Mora’s proposal:
Purpose: The Committee will serve as representation for the Hidalgo County Commission on
issues involving State, Federal and Private land that directly affects the County’s health, safety
or welfare of its citizens.
Process: The Committee will be assigned issues to address after the County manager has
filtered information and confirmed with the County Commission with knowledge to make sound
decisions or qualified determinations in providing feedback on these issues. Once an issue is
assigned to the committee, an expectation will be made as to what should be delivered. This
could include--but is not limited to letters, opinions or substantiated data. An expected date
should be determined for the deliverables.
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Commissioner Mora recommended the board to go to a five-person committee and the selection
process should be as already described-in that agricultural, mining, recreation and business
should be represented. Mora recommended no more or no less than three from agricultural,
one from the business aspect and one from any of the other areas.
Discussion
Commissioner Stewart-stated that in November 206, the bylaws were changed from a ninemember board to a seven-member board. The board had no opportunity to appoint when the
last member resigned.
Meira Gault-explained that when PLAC was at a nine member board it was hard to have a
quorum-due to it being a volunteer board. It may be harder with a five-member board to have a
quorum.
Butch Mayfield-concern was that the PLACs original function is to address multiple uses of
public land in Hidalgo County. The purpose of the PLAC is to make a recommendation to the
Board of County Commissioners.
Commissioner Shannon-stated many things would go on in the meetings and nothing was ever
brought back to the Board of Commissioners. For instance, the Commodore Road-there was a
huge concern with the PLAC about if the public were able to have access to that road. Nothing
was ever brought back to the Board, which then can be addressed to the proper agencies.
Commissioner Mora-stated this is a great example-if this issue was a general concern of the
committee then, the county manager would get this type of information and the manager may be
able to get information that is needed. If not, she can inform the board of the concern of the
committee which can put out some deliverables and then set a date for the deliverables to be
returned.
Commissioner Shannon-stated that what the board needs is the concerns of the committee-so
that action may be taken.
Commissioner Stewart-stated she is hoping now that there is a better relationship and first line
of communication from the county manager from the previous administration.
Commissioner Shannon-stated that the Geronimo trail and getting to the national forest was
also a concern. The board needs to address these issues, but cannot because the PLAC does
not come forth with the information.
Kanzas Massey- voiced that the citizens can bring their concerns to the PLAC and that serving
on the PLAC say if someone is a public landowner and wanted to do something on his/her own,
they should be able to do so. Citizens can go representing two hats and serving dual purpose.
Commissioner Shannon stated that whatever is in the best interest of the people in the County
that represent the agricultural world--If the commission does not want to listen to their concerns
when it comes to public land that this is wrong if they don’t. That is the reason this committee
started.
Levi Klump-explained the PLAC is an advisory committee and whenever the PLAC became
aware of an issue that was pertinent and relevant to the citizens of the County, that they could
advise the County that this was an issue and the Board could direct them to provide
suggestions for recourse as well.
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Butch Mayfield-stated that we as PLAC members have to put aside our personal opinion on
some issues-remember that the purpose again is to represent multiple use on public lands.
Katy Estrada-started attending the PLAC meetings and was helping Mrs. Gault and
recommended that to state within the minutes what the Commission needs to look at this item
and get their opinion on it, rather than just assuming the read minutes are read-so specifically
state in the minutes this item is an action item.
Meira Gault-stated that the assumption or whatever is in the minutes was assumed read by the
Manager or Commission and can see what needs to be done. Therefore, the board can give
the Commission information and then the Commission may decide what to do with the issue.
Levi Klump-stated that perhaps the minutes shall include specific recommendations to the
Commission. In addition, the minutes should they be submitted to the county manager then
immediately forwarded to the Commission.
Lindy Kerr-stated that does this mean after the Commission gets the minutes and it has a
recommendation within them-the PLACs job is done- that PLAC has recommended to you
formally and then the Commission will take action.
Butch Mayfield-advised that public agencies are always invited to these PLAC meetings.
Commissioner Stewart stated that the PLAC has to follow the Openings Meetings Act.
Mary Lynn Newell- inquired if the minutes will be available on the website. This restricts the
opportunity of being informed.
Roger Payne-suggested that the three members that are automatic-agricultural, mining and
business, suggests agricultural with a qualifier that they are using BLM or state land (rancher)
farming(farmer) with possibly federal land, mining on there and there isn’t very much mining in
the County, business related to public lands-did not see sportsman or recreation on that list.
Public at large or whomever would want to volunteer. This would be a good broad spectrum.
Levi Klump-recommends to do like the ordinance says and appoint a committee representing a
cross section of the County who is willing to serve.
Katy Estrada-suggested to leave the PLAC at a seven-member board so the generation gap
trying to get the youth involved.
Commissioner Mora-suggested to have a meeting at the end of March.
No action taken.

ROUND TABLE
Lindy Kerr-suggested to encourage the younger generation to attend these PLAC
meetings since the issues are so informative.
Commissioner Mora-thanked everyone being in attendance.

ADJOURNMENT:
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There being no further business before the Board, Commissioner Stewart moved to adjourn.
Commissioner Shannon seconded the motion, motion passed. The meeting adjourned at 4:07
P.M.
ATTEST:

HIDALGO COUNTY BOARD
OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

____________________________
Melissa K. De La Garza, County Clerk

__ ___________________________
Anthony J. Mora, Chairman
______________________________
Marianna Stewart, Member

APPROVED:
___________________

______________________________
Darr R. Shannon, Member
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